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Amy:  So I'm thrilled to introduce you to our special guest today, Kayli Barth, my social 
media strategist. I am thrilled to introduce you to our special guest today, Kayli 
Barth, my social media strategist. Kayli is a Digital Marketing Strategist and 
founder of The Freelance Hustle. With a bachelor’s degree in Marketing, Kayli 
focused her corporate career on social media and content marketing back when 
Facebook was still new. She now works with entrepreneurs, startups and 
coaches to help them grow their online presence and launch new products and 
services to their raving fans. 
 
As a location independent entrepreneur/digital nomad, Kayli spends most of her 
time in Montreal but you can usually find her on a beach when the temperature 
dips. Okay, so welcome Kayli.  

Kayli Barth:  Hi there and thank you, Amy, for that intro. 

Amy:  Thank you so much for being so generous with your time and being on here 

today. 

Kayli:   I'm excited to be here. 

Amy:  Great. So, as you know folks, you have sent in your questions so we're going to 

do this as a Q&A format. I'll be asking Kayli the questions that you sent and some 

additional ones that I've thrown in there that I knew would be helpful. And we're 

going to go to as much as we can in about twenty minutes and then we'll see 

where we're at at that point. So I guess the first question, Kayli, is what do you 

see as the best social media platforms for health coaches? 

Kayli:  The first thing that I'm going to say applies to every single question that 

everybody has. And I know it's not what anybody wants to hear because 

everyone wants to hear that there's a magic bullet that will just work for you but 

there's not. The answer to all of these questions is “it depends”, unfortunately. 

So for what are the best social media platforms? It really depends on what your 

target market is. It depends on their age group. Different age groups, they're 

hanging out on different social media platforms. If you're targeting people that are 

really young, they're going to be on Snapchat, not Facebook. And I know that 

doesn't necessarily apply to health coaches but it's just something to keep in 

mind. I would say in general, probably Pinterest, Facebook groups are really 

good, Instagram, and Twitter. But again, you need to know where your audience 

is and you need to be trying different things and see where things are resonating. 



 

 

Amy:  If a coach is trying to figure out which one they should focus on to begin with, and 

they know the age range of their audience or who they're trying to target, where 

would you suggest they go to find out what platform would be best for 

them, as a start.  Obviously then they need to experiment and see what platform 

works for them.  

Kayli:  Yeah, definitely. You can find a lot of statistics just by doing a Google search for 

what demographics are hanging out on what social media platform. Companies 

like Sprout Social and BuzzSumo and those kind of websites that are really 

focused on content marketing and social marketing, they do studies every year 

and sometimes every quarter that show the demographics and interests of each 

platform. So you can find a lot of infographics. You can do a search on Pinterest 

for it, too. There will be a lot of it - infographics on there that can show you. So 

that's a good place to start. And you can kind of see what age ranges, what 

interests, and start from there. 

Amy:  That's great. I just want to quickly say that I really appreciate you not just saying, 

"Oh, Pinterest is the best platform." Or “fill in the blank”, because I know for 

myself, and you and I have talked about this, that I've tried focusing on one 

platform and then tried focusing on another. And that it takes experimentating to 

really see. And sometimes I haven't been getting traffic from a platform because I 

haven't been really effective with my strategy on that platform. It does take 

experimenting. I think that it's really helpful what you shared, so thank you for 

that. 

Kayli:  Yeah, for sure. I would also just add that it also depends on what your goals are 

because if you're strictly trying to drive traffic to your website, then Pinterest is 

really great. If you're trying to find referral partners, then Twitter is better because 

you can interact more on Twitter. It depends on what you're trying to do. So that's 

something to keep in mind when you're developing your strategy, too. 

Amy:  That's really good to know. So the next question is what should health coaches 

be posting to really get interaction and what should they not be posting? 

Kayli:  So again, it's going to depend on what platform you're using. And one of the most 

important things is to stay in line with what people are posting on that platform. 

So if you're using Instagram, posting screenshots of something that's really text-

heavy and it's not visually appealing, say it's just a screenshot of a note you 

wrote on your phone or something, that's not going to work. People are just going 

to scroll right past that because that's not what they're looking for in Instagram. 

So you want to make sure that your content lines up with what people are looking 

for when they're on that platform.  



 

 

So Facebook is better for writing something more text-heavy. Instagram is better 

for communicating something very visual. And another thing to consider, 

especially on Facebook and Twitter, would be to make sure that you're posting a 

variety of content. And again, that goes back to the experimentation thing. You 

want to post a variety and see what people are resonating with. And what's 

getting interaction, what are people sharing for you, what are people clicking on 

that's taking them back to your website.  

A few things you can try would be curated articles from a blog post that 

your readers would find interesting. You want to be posting your own blog posts 

or YouTube videos if you're making YouTube videos. You want share some of 

your own photos so things are “ real-life” and show a bit of who you are and your 

personal brand. Because as a coach, your personal brand is who you are. 

Another really good one is to post inspirational posts. A lot of people will like and 

share those a lot faster than other content. It's good to mix it up and just keep it 

interesting for your audience. 

Amy:   Great. 

Kayli:  And then as a rule of how much of your content is promotional compared to non-

promotional content, your promotional content should be ten to twenty percent 

and everything else should be eighty to ninety percent. So for every ten posts, 

maybe one should link back to a landing page with a sales message. And the 

rest should just be providing value or entertainment for your audience - just 

things that they're going to find interesting or valuable. 

Amy:  So just to clarify for everyone, by promotional, linking to a landing page where 

you're promoting a free-opt in gift will be considered promotional, is that correct? 

Kayli:   Yeah. 

Amy:   Right. Okay. Great. 

Kayli:  Yeah. Whereas sharing your own blog posts is not necessarily promotional 

because it's really helpful for your audience. But you don't want to only be 

sharing your stuff. You also want to be curating stuff from other people. And that 

goes for every single platform that you're using - Pinterest, Twitter, whatever. 

Amy:  Great. So how often should they be posting or pinning? I'm asking per day. I 

don't know, if you want to answer it per week and I know that we're going to talk 

about how to schedule this out but just as an easy reference point. As you talked 

about in the training handout, we're not suggesting that everyday people go on 

social media and post but that you work on content. At least one week's content 



 

 

in that one time and then schedule that in. But just in terms of thinking about a 

week, what do you suggest on a daily basis? 

Kayli:  There's different volumes that work for different platforms. Twitter you can post a 

lot. You can post five to twenty times a day. Whereas Facebook, you really only 

need to be doing maybe one or two posts a day. Instagram, I would say one to 

three images daily would be a good amount to start getting you followers' 

interactions. If you are experimenting with Periscope, that one I wouldn't say 

every single day because Periscope is pretty time-intensive and it's not 

something that you can saturate easily, but maybe two or three times a week on 

Periscope. And then for Pinterest, Pinterest you want to use a lot more. You 

should be pinning twenty to fifty times a day. 

Amy:  I know you shared that with me recently and I was, "Whoa! Oh. That's why 

Pinterest hasn't been working for me!" You had shared with me that, kind of like 

Facebook has an algorithm of whose stuff are going to show, that if you're not 

pinning at least twenty or fifty times a day that they're not going to see you as a... 

what's the term? 

Kayli:  I think it's preferred pinner - I don't remember the term exactly. But yeah there's 

not a chronological order of what pins have been posted recently. It's based on a 

very crazy algorithm that goes for “top account”. And that's what gets shown 

most. It's really intense but there's tools that you can use to help with that. Board 

Booster is one. And Viraltag is another one. You can schedule it in advance. 

Amy:  Okay. Great. So the next question we have is kind of specific but I think it kind of 

applies to a question everyone has. This person wants to do more with Pinterest. 

So that's her plan because it's the number two driver for traffic to her website. If 

Pinterest is going to be her focus to improve first and Facebook isn't a 

priority what is an acceptable minimum of times per week or per day to 

post? You had said one or two in general, so would that answer her? 

Amy:  I would say the same thing. I'm not sure if this person has a really engaged 

Facebook audience and Facebook's really working for them. If that's the case, 

then I would say you don't want to just abandon that audience that you've built 

just because you're trying something new. You need to focus on ways to 

automate your Facebook a little bit better so that you're freeing up time. Does 

that make sense? Don’t necessarily drop off the amount of posts that you're 

doing because you don't want to lose that momentum just because you're trying 

something else. You want to keep that momentum.  

Amy:   Right.  



 

 

Kayli:  But again the general rule of one or two posts a day probably still applies. And 

that's something that can be batched into say, half an hour on a Monday is 

working all of your Facebook posts for the week. And then spending the rest of 

your social media time focusing on Pinterest. 

Amy:   Okay. Great. 

Kayli:   Does that make sense?  

Amy:  Yeah, that makes perfect sense and piggybacking on something that you said 

earlier, let's say you don't want to focus on Facebook. And let’s say in the past 

you've been posting five times a day on Facebook. You'd want to go in and look 

at which of your posts are really getting shares and likes and comments. And if 

there’s certain types of posts that aren't getting any engagement. Then those 

would be the types of posts that you could minimize in the future. 

Kayli:  Exactly. If you're posting five times a day and only two or three of them are really 

getting any kind of interaction or - you know you can see on your Facebook page 

how many people are seeing each post, maybe you do want to cut a couple out 

and just focus on what's really working. Focus on creating three really solid ones 

rather than five kind of mediocre posts.  

Amy:  Okay, great. Any tips for organizing social media posts ideas? I know there's 

scheduling tools and that's discussed in one of our training handouts but in terms 

of organizing ideas as you're going through your day or week and things pop up. 

Kayli:  I personally really like Evernote to organize things. I use Evernote and Google 

Drive a lot. How I do it is I create a new note in Evernote or a new document in 

Google Drive for each campaign or each client that I'm working with. I have one 

master document or note and I keep everything in there. So if I'm brainstorming 

for a campaign that is a month out, I can write all of my ideas and it's one note. 

And when it comes time to schedule them, that’s when I would add it to Hootsuite 

or CoSchedule or Edgar. 

Amy:   Okay. 

Kayli:  I keep everything in one spot.  And I also have Evernote and Google Drive on my 

phone. So if I'm out and an idea popped into my head or I want to take a picture 

that I can use later I can just stick it in that document. 

Amy:  Great idea. So the next question is sort of a two-part question. The overarching 

question is how many hours per week should social media take 

realistically? Because I think sometimes, and this is true for myself, is it feels 



 

 

overwhelming. But if we can give ourselves a time budget like, "If I spend this 

much time and I just schedule it out on my calendar and know that that's how 

much time I should be ideally spending.", it feels a little more bookended for me. 

So the two-part question is - I want you to answer it for two different types of 

people. First is for someone who is focusing online and focusing on 

wanting to drive more traffic to their site and build their lists. 

Kayli:   I have a question to clarify first. 

Amy:   Yeah. 

Kayli:  Are you talking specifically about social media, like just using social media 

platforms or are you talking about the digital strategy as a whole including 

blogging and content creation and your list-building effort? 

Amy:   Just social media. 

Kayli:  Okay. So if you're just doing social media, I would say that depending on how 

many channels you're using, you should realistically be able to set aside an hour 

and a half or two hours at the beginning of the week and create all of your 

content and schedule it for the week.  

Again, it's going to depend on which channels you’re using. Because if you're 

only doing Facebook it's pretty easy to get it scheduled. If you're doing Pinterest 

where you'll have to be learning how to use this tool that's going to pin 50 pins a 

day for you, it's going to take you a bit more time. But in general, an hour and a 

half to two hours at the beginning of the week. 

And then you want to spend 10-15 minutes, maybe once a day or twice a day 

depending on the level of interaction that your audience has, to just pop in and 

check if anybody has replied or re-tweeted to your Tweets that you need to get 

back to or commented on your Facebook posts. So it's kind of like you pack it all 

into one and then you pop in.  

Amy: Now, for someone who's just starting, let's say some of the platforms are new to 

them. Because I'm thinking, boy, if I'm going to have to pin 50 things a day, I 

know I can do that in a batch but if I'm calculating that out for the week, right, just 

that alone and I'm new to it. You are super quick.  

 But for someone who's new to it, just because I want folks to be realistic, 

because I know it can be really disheartening to say okay, “So Kayli says in two 

hours I should be able to do this.” And what if they only got 25% of what they 

wanted to accomplish done?  



 

 

So, I'm just wondering maybe from working with other clients what you would 

think when you're new to some of this, what's realistic? 

Kayli: You're going to spend more time if you're not very familiar with a tool or a 

platform itself. It'll take you more time. I would say that maybe in that case you’d 

be better off blocking off 45 minutes, once a day or three times a week or five 

times a week depending on what you can give yourself. But giving yourself 45 

minutes to an hour to first learn the tool and the platform because that's what's 

going to help you get faster, is understanding the software that you're using. All 

of the tools for social media have a lot of shortcuts that you can use to make it 

easier.  

But, if you can spend 45 minutes to an hour going in there creating some content 

for it, scheduling it and, maybe just do one a day. Spend 45 minutes on Pinterest 

on Monday, 45 minutes on your Twitter content on Wednesday and 45 minutes 

on your Facebook content on Friday.  

And, as the weeks go on and you get a better understanding of how the tools 

work and what kind of content is working for you then you'll be able to start 

lumping it into one big block or shortening the amount of time that you need to 

take on it. 

 But I would definitely say don't let yourself feel bad if you don't get as much done 

as you hope because that's usually the case.  

Amy: I know that, just as with anything, it's going to get quicker over time.  

Kayli: Yes. And the thing is if you're creating brand new content...if you're creating a lot 

of visual content for your social media and you're not a Photoshop expert or a 

Canva expert that might take longer than just writing tweets with a link so that's 

something to consider too. Maybe you also need 45 minutes set aside just to 

make your images for social media. And then, 45 minutes to schedule it all. 

Amy: And I think that's where you can hire a VA to create images, even when we're not 

going to outsource social media.  

I love graphics and I love images and I know what I like. I have a good eye, but I 

am not going to spend my time creating images. It's just not what I'm good at or 

want to become good at.  

Some people are excited by that, to learn how to do that. It's fun. And it has a 

time. But, if that’s a scenario that overwhelms folks then, I think that can be a 

good place to delegate. 



 

 

Kayli: Yes, definitely. If you're spending ten hours a week on your social media and you 

could be spending that ten hours working with clients and bringing in money 

then, maybe you should think about outsourcing half of it or something. You have 

to consider your ROI as well. 

Amy: So the first example was someone who's focusing on driving more traffic to their 

site and building their list.  

 The second part of the question is for a coach who is focusing, right now at 

least, on getting clients offline but would like to start growing the online 

side as well.  

And this is something I talk about a lot because so many of the people who I 

work with, they need and want to generate more revenue right now and so focus 

offline. It's going to be a quicker turnaround for that. But at the same time their 

long term vision for their business is to build that online side.  

 So, if someone is in that situation and they want to start to dipping their 

toes in the water with social media, how much time would you suggest that 

they be spending? 

Kayli: That's kind of a tricky question because there's so many things that you want to 

have in place in your entire marketing strategy to make your social media work.  

But I guess just in terms of social media, just in terms of starting to build that, I 

would really recommend almost the same thing. You might not have as much 

time because you're very busy with your offline marketing. But, if you could do a 

couple of hours a week whether it's all at once or spread out across a few days. 

And in that case especially, I would say if you don't have that much time, pick 

one platform. Don't try to be on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Periscope. Pick 

one. 

Amy: Right.  

Kayli: Yes. If you're limited for time you want to pick one and learn how to do it really 

well and build your audience there. And then, once you have more time to 

dedicate to social media then you can add another platform that you think will 

resonate with your audience as well. So focusing on one is a good way to start.  

Amy: So, this is a tricky question because everyone’s different - what works for one 

person is different than what's going to work for someone else. But, the question 

is are there any people you would recommend coaches would follow as an 

example of how to do it well? 



 

 

Kayli: Yes. There are big marketing gurus like Marie Forleo and Natalie MacNeil and 

Nathalie Lussier. They are all great people to follow because they do it very, very 

well. And, of course, they are on a much bigger scale and they have much bigger 

budgets and teams to do it for them. But you can still get good ideas from them 

with what they're doing with networking.  

 And then some of other people in the online marketing and blogging and 

entrepreneurship field that I follow that I think are doing really well are Mariah 

Coz of Femtrepreneur. I think she’s a good one to follow because she is super 

straight forward and all of her content is very actionable. She doesn't work with 

clients one on one; she does courses and programs and she is absolutely killing 

it. She had a multiple six figure launch last year. And she's only been here for 

about a year. 

The Nectar Collective is a really good one. She started out as a blogger and a 

graphic designer and she's built a really big community and she's another person 

that went from client work to courses in the last year and she's done really well. 

She's a really good one to follow.  

And then, there's a few people in wellness that I follow that I think do a really 

good job of their social media.  

 One is Mel Wells. I found her in a Facebook group last year because she did a 

really big launch and created a really engaged community. I think her program’s 

called The Green Goddess. All of her stuff is branded really well. She keeps 

everything visually similar and that really works for her and her message is 

always really on point with her brand. 

 And another one is, I can't remember her name, but her program is Live More, 

Weight Less.  

Amy: Sarah Jenks. 

Kayli: Yes. That's it. And she's another person that's done a really good job of building 

a really engaged community with her social media. She does a challenge a 

couple of times a year that utilizes Instagram and Twitter. It uses a lot of her 

follower's content. So, she's using that user generated content to share her 

message while showing how much of a community she has and everybody 

feeling involved. It works really well. 

Amy: Those are great really, really helpful examples. Thank you. 

Kayli: Yes. 



 

 

Amy: So, one question that came in was, “Is blogging considered social media?” I 

want you to talk us through how blogging supports the effectiveness of one's 

social media presence. 

I know earlier we were talking about how much time one should spend on social 

media. And you asked the question, “are we talking about the whole digital 

marketing strategy and content creation or are we talking about just posting and 

pinning on social media?”  

And I want clarify what you mean by that.  Because if you're not blogging, if you 

don't have blog posts and you don't have a free opt-in gift, how does that 

impact what you're doing on social media and its effectiveness? 

Kayli: So this is a very big and complicated question. And, you know, we don't have 

very much time. So, because there's a lot of ways where this could go because 

there are social media platforms that do allow for really long content and that is 

considered native platform blogging. I won't get into that.  

So, blogging and social media are generally separate but they work together as 

part of your digital marketing strategy and like Amy just said along with your opt-

ins and your email marketing; it all works together.  

So in a lot of cases, if your goal is to be driving people to your website where you 

have your free opt-in gift and you're going to get them on your list and then you're 

converting them into a subscriber. And then, through your email marketing, 

you're hopefully converting them into a client.  

 Your goal for your social media would be that very first piece of getting people to 

your website.  

And if you don't have blog content or new content on your website, you don't 

really have anything to offer people on your social media to bring them in to your 

website. Does that make sense? 

Amy: Yes. It's perfect. I think we take stuff for granted and I'm sure some of you get 

that and know that.  

But I want us to kind of just lay that out for you so, you can understand. 

Sometimes when my team and I are creating a new website for a client they 

wonder, “Well do I need a blog.” And it's like, well it depends on what your goal is 

here.  

As a new coach, it doesn't have to be the first thing that they do. The first that 

you want to be doing is filling up and getting clients. But it is really important if 

you want to grow online from social media. 



 

 

Kayli: Yes. And blogging of course also supports your search engine optimization. If 

you don't have new content on your website very frequently, then your page 

won’t be ranked as high for a search term that you're trying to rank for in.  

So, yes, overall blogging just helps to drive traffic and to build that “like and trust” 

factor. If people are reading your content and you're giving really valuable 

information, then they're going to remember who you are. They're going to start 

to trust you a little bit faster and be more willing to listen to you and eventually 

hand over their money. 

Amy: Absolutely. Okay, great. I’m going to wrap up with this last question and I have 

some stuff to share about this also. But, so this last question is about Facebook 

ads and I'm really glad that this got asked.  

I’ve been hearing people talk about on how they are spending a lot of money on 

Facebook ads with little returns or they're not connecting them with their target 

market; what do you have to share about Facebook ads?  

 Now, I just want to share that if you haven't already thoroughly gone through the 

training hand-out from our last call, it's really more of a book. But it was a Guide 

to Growing an Online Business.  

In there, when I go through list building strategies, one of them is Facebook ads 

and in there I show you the good, the bad and the ugly. I've been very 

transparent in that section about what I've done on social media and my thoughts 

about it.  

So, I just want to quickly say that you can waste a lot of money on Facebook ads. 

And, Facebook ads are not for faint of heart and I don't think they work if you if 

you just want to dabble in it.  

It doesn't mean you have to be committed to spending tons and tons of money 

on it but it's something that typically requires a lot of experimenting. With 

Facebook ads there's, so many things that go into a Facebook ad campaign 

being successful.  

 You need the ad itself to attract people's attention. That means the copy and the 

visual. Then your ads could send people a blog post, and I talk about that in the 

guide. But if you're sending people to a landing page for them to opt-in, you need 

that landing page to be done effectively – a good layout, good wording. You need 

to sometimes experiment with that to see what's going to be most effective so 

that people are actually opt-ing in once they get there. 

 And then, your targeting is probably one of the biggest testers because if you're 

showing your ads to the wrong people, they’re either not going to opt-in or you’ll 



 

 

have lots of people opting in who aren’t really interested in what you have to 

offer.  

All that being said, I think that Facebook ads can be great. If you're willing, hire 

someone who specializes in managing Facebook Ads and really knows what 

they're doing. I wouldn't recommend necessarily just doing it on your own 

because what I found is that you're going to end up probably wasting a lot of 

money on the ads themselves. 

 But I think it can be a really powerful strategy and I also think this is where 

getting really, really clear on your niche is super, super important.  

So, recently I heard about nutrition and health coach who focuses on 

autoimmune disease and she’s been super successful with her Facebook Ads. 

Then, using that to get one-on-one clients and raising her rate because she was 

very focused. One of the reasons, she was very focused on who she was 

targeting what she was about.  

And so the more clear we are the more targeted you can be with your audience; 

the more targeted you can be with your message.  

 So, I will pause there and I’ll let you add your thoughts to that, Kayli.  

Kayli: Well, I think you pretty nailed it and covered everything, Amy. Yes, I would say all 

of the things that you said, like Facebook ads can be very tricky if you don't 

understand who you're targeting or how to target, how to find people.  

 And then, I guess the other thing that I would add, like you said sometimes it may 

be worth hiring a Facebook ads experts to do it for you.  Because if you're a little 

bit strapped for time as well, Facebook ads can take a really long time because 

it's not just creating graphics and writing the copy and then setting it up. You also 

need to be monitoring the performance every day.  Because if you're not you 

could be spending a lot of money on clicks that aren’t converting.  

If you're spending money and your ad is getting a lot of clicks, but then once they 

get to your landing page no one is singing up, that's a huge waste of money.  

So you need to be on top of it every day that your campaign is running and doing 

AB testing, testing different methods of targeting. Sometimes you can target by 

your demographics that are very clear.  Sometimes you can target by pages that 

your audience likes.  

So, yes, that would be the one thing that I would add would be that it's really time 

consuming and you really need to stay on top of it every single day. 



 

 

Amy: And then once you get a good campaign going, you can go to checking once a 

week.  

And for you guys for point of reference in that Guide to Growing an Online 

Business, the Facebook ad section is I think it's page 11. So for those of you who 

are interested in Facebook ads, I would read through that and go through the  

targeting and all of that.  

So, Kayli this has been amazing and, I have learned a lot and, I'm just so grateful 

to have you here.  

Kayli: Thank you so much for having me on the call. It was really fun.  

Amy: And thank you for giving so much of your time. Are there any parting thoughts 

that you wanted to share with everyone? 

Kayli: I would say that sometimes you can feel a little bit disheartened if you're just 

starting and it feels like you're not going anywhere. But you need to dedicate six 

to eight weeks of being really consistent to see if things are going anywhere. 

Anything shorter than that, you might not get as much traction as you want. 

 So I would say give it six to eight weeks and be very consistent. That would be 

my best advice. Don’t post this week and not for three weeks. 

Amy: That's a great advice. I really like that because it's also setting the expectation 

and I'm sure all of you can relate that the work you do with your clients on their 

health ... you're having the same talk of “you’ve got to put in some time before 

you're going to see that you feel better, that you have more energy or that you 

lose weight.” I think we can all relate to that message. 

Kayli: Yes, definitely. Like everything, it takes time.  

Amy: Yes. But you know what? I can never hear it enough so it's a great message. 

Alright, well thank you again, Kayli. 

Kayli: Yes, thanks so much for having me! 


